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So Here We Are Again
.................no one asked for my resignation after the first newsletter, 
PPA hasn’t been sued for libel (Note to self, try harder this time), 
so here we go again.

Thanks to those who have submitted pieces or ideas, it is appreciated, the 
rest is a combination of information and appeals from the Committee and 
the ramblings of the Editor............well you know what to do if you don’t 
like it.

 

For all the news that’s vaguely fit to print
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A WORD 
FROM 
THE 

JUNIOR REP
Hi there, I’m Connor Moakes. I’ve 
been with pines park archers for 
about 4 years now. 

I recently up-
graded to a 
45-pound 
Samick volcano 
recurve bow. I 
also became the 
junior repre-
sentative earlier 
this year and 
am very happy 

to do so in such a great club. 

As well as archery I also enjoy gui-
tar, drama and videogames. Hope to 
see you on the archery range!

Email: connormoakes@yahoo.co.uk

So any junior members who want 
a say in the Club and how its run, 
speak to Connor.

HAVE YOU 
HEARD.......... (thanks to 
Barry Buckley for this previously 
undiscovered Historical insight)

Robins Last Request

setting the scene, Robin is on his death 
bed in Loxley Manor being tendered by 
the Maid Marion
“Marion” says Robin my time is drawing 
near and I have a last request.
“Robin” says Marion, “Not again I have 
only just straightened myself up from your 
other last request“
No Marion” says Robin “I want you to pass 
me my trusty longbow and arrow”
Marion duly obliges Robin
“Marion” says Robin “I am going to fire 
this arrow in the air and wheresoever it 
lands that’s where I wish to be buried”.
“Ah” that’s nice says Marion “how poetic”
Robin duly struggles to sit up and with his 
strength and breath fading fast he looses 
his arrow and that’s where you will find 
Robins burial site . 
 
on top of the wardrobe in Loxley 
Manor.

Other authorities have written that Robin actually died at Kirkless 
Priory in Yorkshire, Robin’s grave, 60 yards from the (Kirklees) gate-
house - thought to be an improbable arrow shot for a dying man - is, 
today, neglected and overgrown and enclosed in rusted, twisted iron 
railings, erected in Victorian times. 
But why spoil a good tale with the truth !



New Beginnings ?
Readers will be aware that our Landlords, the Forestry Commission intend to develop our shoot-
ing woods into a holiday park. Some, who remember the allegations over arrows threatening 
“innocent children” in the garden adjacent and the unsolved vandalism and hence the need for a 
course relay, may take a quiet sense of satisfaction that having an archery club as neighbours may 
be seen in time as preferable to months of construction work followed by constant “families and 
children enjoying the woods” and vastly increased traffic to and fro.(..was that cynical or what !)

That aside, as reported elsewhere, steps are being taken to relocate us, 
but it occurred to the Editor in one of his idle moments that a small piece 
of speculation and ‘fantasy archery’ would fill a few column inches. 
So……

The Perfect Shoot

Money is no object, the latest technologies can be harnessed (no doubt subject to 3 years debate 
at NFAS) and PPA could build a shooting ground for the 21st Century. 

Imagine the scene. You drive off the main road onto the access lane to the ground, the entrance 
barrier automatically rises as it’s triggered by the club sensor you carry in your car. You proceed 
down the well metalled track and turn into the landscaped and attractive car park, discreetly hid-
den in the trees. Once again entrance is controlled and security in and out enabled by the auto-
matic number plate recognition system which recognises club members cars, ..........well those 
who are up to date with their subs………

You park and proceed a short distance to the 
architect designed wooden club house and 
admin centre. This is open every evening and 
all day Saturday and Sunday and houses offices, 
meeting rooms, toilets, social areas and a cof-
fee and snack bar. Naturally this is fully heated 
and electricity is supplied using sustainable 
methods. You check in by taking your personal 
GPS locator from the rack and immediately 
your position appears on the 70 inch plasma 
screen which shows a map of the grounds and 
the position of every archer. The clubhouse also 
has first aid facilities, a pro shop with a selec-
tion of archery items to temp you and free wifi 
internet connection. Naturally the archery in 
progress warning signs around the perimeter are 

electronically controlled from the clubhouse, although as the whole site is totally secured by 10 
foot high fencing with perimeter alarms and remote CCTV, they are really a “belt and braces” ap-
proach to satisfy health & safety.

You notice outside the clubhouse is the outside patio and grass area for picnics and barbecues and 
a children’s playground, a nanny is employed at weekends to enable parents to leave their small 
non archers in safe hands.



Going towards the course you pass the practice and coaching area, using motorised targets 
which can be remotely controlled by the coach to different distances, from the secure and well 
equipped storage areas where bows are racked carefully in poundage and handness ready for 
beginners.

You come to Archers Crossroads where 4 different shoots start and finish and se-
lect the one you desire today, will it be the 3D maze, where all the targets are 
lifesize representations, you look forward particularly to the polar bears at the 
ice flow shoot. 

Maybe it’s the traditional course where targets are concealed in the woods, the 
undergrowth remains mainly uncut and each shot is challenging and where the long bow and AFB 
afficiandos reign supreme, happily losing and searching for arrows. 

Perhaps you want the hi tech course, where the 3DS and targets can be rotated remotely to 
make them more or less a challenge, where the discrete LCD screen at the peg shows the score 
as recorded on the embedded sensors in the target and transmitted automatically so the deci-
sion to move to white is clear. The backstops are all landscaped and constructed to wrap round 
but have realistic hand painted scenes to confuse the archer re distance and range but are 
secure and retain all missed arrows for easy retrieval, or the award winning short course, ar-
ranged on level ground and designed for those disabled archers or those who are less fit, and 
incorporates golf cart transport where required. A first to attract less able bodied people to 
Field Archery.

The courses are designed each to bring you back to Archers Crossroads where seats are available 
under the 10 times life-size wooden statute of the Chairman. Toilets are available and vending 
machines with hot and cold drinks and confectionary and snacks allow a pleasant interim break. 
You complete the day with a coffee and sandwich served by attractive baristas (both male and 
female) back in the clubhouse from the “Cafe de la Pina” lounge.

Should you have been unlucky to have an accident or well unwell whilst on the course, a press 
on the emergency button of the personal GPS would have summoned help automatically and 
staff at the Centre would have summoned ambulance where needed. An All terrain quad with a 
fitted stretcher is on standby.

You depart the site and just in case you have forgotten to replace your GPS, the ANPR will not 
open the exit barrier until you remember. So ends another day on the finest Field Archery facil-
ity in the UK, everything taken care of and assisting your pleasure, leaving nothing or no one 
else to blame for your scores ! 

OK so maybe this is a flight of fantasy too far, let us know what you 
think and share your alternative vision of the future. Maybe this is a 
once and only opportunity to shape the future.............remember if you 
don’t ask you can’t get.



Courtesy of John Throup 
our estemeed Coach, tips for all
a brief set of rules to help us become better archers.
This is a quick list 

Practice 
Practice 

PRACTICE 

Here is another list
 
6) ADDRESS THE TARGET  In the wood approach via the path,    
      and use the pegs safely
      In the hall, observe the shooting line
5) OBSERVE THE TARGET  This is the art of Zen and archery.    
      Note the length of shot
      Note the height difference, 
      obstacles, wind
4) LOAD ARROW ONTO BOW  Is it the correctly numbered arrow?    
      Will it go off-half cock?
3) RAISE FRONT ARM & DRAW A bow is a spring. 
      You only get out the poweryou put in, so do it  
      carefully.
2) AIM AT TARGET   It saves time not to have to search for lost 
      arrows, so try not to miss. Use your sights if  
      you have them.
1) CHECK     Not happy? Not safe? 
      Start again , It’s much easier than having to   
      say sorry. Less expensive than a new arrow.
0) RELEASE    The proof of the shooting is in the scoring.
   

      Enjoy yourself



Archery Gets Blamed for Everything !!!

So he obviously took John’s advice 
regarding Practice



How Very Different 
to Archery at 
Sherwood Pines !

Meiji Shrine archery event aims to excite
By EDAN CORKILL

For Tokyo-based enthusiasts of traditional 
Japanese archery, Nov. 3 is a bull’s-eye day on 
the calendar. At Meiji Shrine in Shibuya Ward 
on this day — the last of the four-day Meiji 
Shrine Autumn Festival — there is not only a 
national kyudo (Japanese archery) competition, 
but also a demonstration of the archery ritual 
momote-shiki and another of yabusame (horse-
back archery).

The kyudo competition, organized by the All 
Nippon Kyudo Federation, is an individual 
kinteki (zasha) event, meaning that competitors 
sit while they load their bows and then stand to 
shoot at round targets 36 cm in diameter from 
a distance of 28 meters. It begins at 9 a.m. at 
the kyudo field in the Shiseikan in the grounds 
of Meiji Shrine, and continues through the day. 
The prize-giving ceremony is scheduled for 6 
p.m.

The momote-shiki, which is performed only 
twice a year at Meiji Shrine — in January for 
the Coming-of-Age Ceremony and in Novem-
ber for the autumn festival — is a ceremony 
dedicated to the Shinto gods of the heavens, the 
Amatsukami, and the gods of the land, Kunit-
sukami. It includes the shooting of a “whis-
tling” arrow, which makes a sound that wards 
off evil spirits as it flies, and a finale in which 
10 archers shoot 10 sets of arrows in succes-

sion. It will be held from 11 a.m. in the eastern 
gardens of the Treasure Museum within the 
grounds of Meiji Shrine.

The climax of the day is the demonstration of 
Japan’s famed yabusame that begins from 1 
p.m. at Nishisando — also within the grounds 
of Meiji Shrine. Organized by the Takeda 
School of Horseback Archery, the event sees 
several archers in traditional dress shooting at 
targets to their left as they gallop by on horse-
back.

Meiji Shrine Autumn Festival is from Oct. 31 
to Nov. 3 at Meiji Shrine in Shibuya Ward, 
Tokyo.  



£££££££££££
A reminder regarding annual subscriptions, to Pines 
Park and the necessary NFAS fees will be issued 
soon, both fees are due 1st April..................Please pay 
promptly. 

AGM Coming Soon

Please see last years’minutes on the Website 
or contact the Secretary, the Financial situ-
ation and accounts will be presented at the 
meeting.

If you have any issues you wish to raise for-
mally please see the Secretary, equally if you 
wish to stand for office or have anything else 
for the agenda, see Julieanne as soon as pos-
sible. Remember its your club so turn up and 
have your say.

WHAT’S IN A NAME

Anyone care to suggest a trendy name for the 
Newsletter, something memorable but apt, 
catchy but authorative, timeless but 
modern.........................if you don’t want the next edi-
tion to just be Newsletter July 2009, then send in 
your suggestions.



BOOK CORNER
All sports, hobbies and interests have created a market for books, on 
how to and how not to. The Editor reviews briefly four books, please add 
you comments and any other books you recommend or advise members 
to avoid.

ARCHERY THE ART OF REPETITION 
by SIMON S. NEEDHAM
can be seen in many Arhery shops. It is clear but focused enti-
trely on the recurve and biased perhaps towards Target Archery. 
I didn’t take to it and sold it on Ebay. By the way this and in-
deed all the books are best bought on line, the price differen-
tial between the Archery shop and Amazon is significant.

ARCHERY STEPS TO SUCCESS 
by KATHLEEN HAYWOOD & CATHERINE LEWIS
well illustrated with useful diagrams, generally applicable 
to all bow types, I am still reading but some good tips, 
may be especially beneficial for those disciplined enough 
to do the exercises.

TUNING YOUR COMPOUND BOW by LARRY WISE
The clue to its purpose is in the title, a small volume 
and American but very detailed. I am afraid too com-
plex for me but covers very  aspect of bows, sights, 
arrows and setting up and testing to get those perfect 
shots. Enjoyable in the abstract as background know-
eldge but for tinkers invaluable. 

FIELD ARCHERY A COMPLETE GUIDE by MICHAEL HAMLETT-WOOD
Excellent book for those wanting to know more about Field Ar-
chery, now out of print but second hand copies available cheap-
ly from Amazon Marketplace. I found it readable and interest-
ing.



THE PLANS
Firm hoping to build 60 holiday cabins at 
Sherwood Pines

Sherwood Pines could soon have 60 log cabins 
for holidaymakers to enjoy.
Published Date: 
15 December 2008 
By James Hoy  CHAD

A NATIONAL leisure firm is hoping to build 60 
log cabins for holidays at Sherwood Pines For-
est Park.

Humberts Leisure bosses, on behalf of Forest 
Holidays, have written a letter to Clipstone Par-
ish Council claiming the new holiday destination 
could bring as much as £20.2m to the local 
economy.

Forest Holidays operations director Richard 
Palmer said formal planning permission for the 
site would be sought early next year. 

“We are very proud of our the planned develop-
ment and look forward to speaking with local 
people and telling them about the benefits it 
will bring to the area in terms of jobs and extra 
business,” he said. 

“Forest Holidays is a partnership between the 
Forestry Commission and the Camping and Car-
avanning Club and as well as making for a great 
holiday destination, we use the cabin sites to 
educate people about the forest.” 

Asked about councillors’ fears the new site 
could worsen traffic problems at the forest 
entrance on the B6030, Mr Palmer said a traf-
fic survey was being carried out as part of the 
planning application. 

And a spokesperson for Newark & Sherwood 
District Council revealed pre-application meet-
ings were held with the firm several months ago.

WHAT DOES IT 
MEAN

Well, if approved, then we will lose our permit 
to use the current woods, which expires in 
June anyway.

The Forestry Commmision have been in dis-
cussion with the Secretary and Chairman. 
They have indicated that they would offer 
the Club alternative woodland.

However they have so far not finalised any-
thing but are believed to be shortening the 
short list.  Maybe, it is suspected, they are 
hoping for the Planning Permission to be 
granted first.  We are promised news in the 
next month but..................

The Club has ensured that they understand 
that after the March open shoot we have an-
other in Septemember and of course lots of 
members who are looking forward to lighter 
nights and better weather to use the course 
in the woods. 

Setting out a new course from scratch in 
virgin ie unshot woods is not a simple mat-
ter and as a voluntary organisation we don’t 
have paid staff to allocate to this task but 
rely on willing helpers. 

Rest assured the Committee are ‘on the 
case’ and will update everyone when there is 
some more definite news.



ANOTHER FIRST TIMER 
JOINS THE COMPETITION CIRCUIT

Thanks to Mick Dews for sharing his experience, 
maybe this will encourage other ‘virgins’ to have a try

Hi Mick here.

Info time, I shoot barebow (a Hoyt GM). No gadgets or gizmo’s or sticky out bits. I like it 
that way and I’m not wasting money on funny shaped poles.

My first, and only shoot to date, was on Dec 7th last year at the Spirit of Sherwood shoot, 
keeping it local! It was a nice day if not a bit chilly but with my new proskin top that wasn’t 
an issue. I arrived reasonably early so I had time to get sorted to find approx 50 archers 

already there .Booking in was really easy and I was given a quick explanation of what was 
going to happen and when. That left plenty of time for a cuppa and a chat with some friendly 
faces from our club.

Then it was time to shoot, off I went with the marshals to my first target all of 10 yards 
away!! The first target was a fun shot, clay pigeon with a dodgy bow and even dodgier arrows 
and to keep with the spirit of things I missed. A good start one target down nil point!! Thank-
fully the day got better, I left a couple of arrows in the woods for the animals to play with and 
ended up with a score of 450 which I thought was quite respectable.

My score didn’t put me in any badge collecting position but I did win a bottle of wine in the 
raffle so no complaints there.

All in all I enjoyed the day immensely and will definitely have another go when I find the 
time. 

Happy shooting everybody        
Mick



100+ members 
10 sign up !
3 bought !

Some strange figures for the 
response to the Club Mer-
chandise site from CF Sports. 

Do have a look they have a 
range of shirts, tops etc and 

you can have PPA and your name on them, all at good 
prices and according to one of the early adopters, fast 
delivery and good quality.

There is a link on PPA Web Site or if you are reading 
this, just go to My Account page of the www.cfsports.
co.uk site and when requested enter the word <pine-
spark> (all lower case, no space). This will enable the site 
to recognize you as a member of Pines Park Archers. 

Once you are registered, you are free to buy on-line. 
After that just go to www.cfsports.co.uk whenever you 
want, go to My Account and it will recognise you as a 
Pines Park Member.

Please let us and CF know of any issues or suggestions, 
follow the pioneering three………..just 97 to go.



The Feb09 Great Sherwood Game Hunt

I’m taking orders, ... Only 69p a pound 

Look Children, this is how we 
kill a deer !

Hold Still, this 
won’t Hurt

Get the freezer ready, I’m 
coming home



That’s what I call a good day’s bag

Is it sausages ?

There’s enough Giant Rat 
steaks for everyone !

Bet you can’t hit this !

Yes one arrow at 150 yards, not a problem 



The Editor having convinced 
himself that he has some minor 
literary talent.... after all sto-
ries published not only in this 
Newsletter but having achieved 
national distribution in the NFAS 
one ! ....has decided you can 
all suffer another little tale 
entitled 
THE BEST ARROW, 
inspired by a random remark by 
Mick Dews.

He remembered it well, it had been 13th Sep-
tember 2008 at 10:13 am, a date and time that 
had come to have great significance, a quirk 
of fate that changed his world, a situation he 
could not have foreseen, never mind control.

It was on shot number 13, the more supersti-
tious minded might have already noted the 
confluence of three ‘thirteens’, he did not, 
until someone kindly pointed it out sometime 
later. But we get ahead of ourselves, let’s start 
the story again and see what facts we can de-
duce and maybe what lessons we can learn.

Steve was a quiet man, no one hated him, 
no one particularly even disliked him, but 
then neither did many count him a friend or 
a confidante. He had come to archery later in 
life and found it pleasant and interesting, a 
distraction from his working and home life, 
though neither of them sparkled. He regularly 
went round the course with a variety of mem-
bers and generally shot moderately but not 
spectacularly, his form was erratic and on a 
good day he could score kills, on a poor day, 
was forced into taking a close interest into 
trees and undergrowth to retrieve lost arrows.

One day however things changed, on the ad-
vice of a fellow archer, whom had reputably 

read it in a book, he selected his ‘best arrows’. 
A painstaking process of shooting and noting 
which arrows were most consistent and using 
these to the exclusion of the others. He didn’t 
mind the time spent on this shortlisting and 
the final selection process but worried rather 
about the £50 worth of arrows which were 
deemed not best and were to be consigned to 
a cupboard if the theory was to be applied. 
He toyed with the idea of asking for a refund 
on these from the archery shop but thought 
that he was unlikely to get a warm reception, 
nevertheless the waste of money prayed on 
his mind for a while. It wasn’t that he couldn’t 
afford it, not then anyway, but his upbringing 
and own demeanour trended to thriftiness and 
value for money.

This however receded when he started shoot-
ing solely with the best arrows the ‘chosen 
shafts’ as he mentally thought of them. They 
were carefully marked and equally carefully 
attended to after shooting. One in particular, 
which he had marked coincidentally as “Steve 
One”, became the arrow he always started 
with and as befitted such an arrow it was often 
the only one he needed to use, as the shots 
landed straight and true, time after time after 
time.

Steve’s reputation was established in the club 
and buoyed up by this success and approba-
tion he entered several open shoots, where the 
chosen arrow did not let him down, even on 
strange grounds and newly laid out courses 
with different targets, he was scoring well and 
consistently. 

All was well until that fateful day in Septem-
ber, it wasn’t a competition and he was just 
wandering around his home course with a 
couple of new members, one of whom was 
quite promising, the other less so, the second 
reminded Steve of himself prior to finding his 
best arrow, erratic. Steve had taken to offering 
to escort new and potential members around 



the course, a lesser man would have done this to 
show off, but Steve’s motives were not ostenta-
tious, he genuinely wanted to help new archers 
and delighted in passing on the advice regarding 
chosen arrows. 

But then disaster struck, at the 13th, for reasons 
unexplainable then and now, the chosen arrow, 
the great ‘Steve One’ flow from the bow but not 
straight and true but left and down. It needs to 
be explained that Steve One was a carbon arrow, 
light and true, not liable to bending like alumin-
ium, nor shattering like wood, but at something 
approaching 300 feet per second, its energy 
had to go somewhere when it hit the rock. The 
scientific explanation involves Newton’s Third 
Law and the theory of the conservation of en-
ergy. The arrow hit the rock square on, the rock 
was ancient, massive and had been there for all 
of recorded time, it wasn’t going anywhere, the 
steel pile of the arrow was cast and hardened in 
the furnaces of man, the unbreakable hit the un-
moveable and science dictated that the pile was 
forced down the path of least resistance, that is 
into the hollow carbon shaft. The shaft did not 
snap, but the force split the fibres into a regular 
spreading pattern and the pile ended up three 
inches down the shaft……..Steve One was no 
more, fit only for salvaging any parts still intact 
and perhaps relegated to a useful but expensive 
stake for a plant.

The round continued, the sympathetic voices 
of his companions lost as Steve was overtaken 
by an overwhelming sense of doom. A feeling 
made only more so by the fact that ‘Steve Two’ 
and ‘Steve Three’ did not perform, they did not 
suffer the same fate but they did not score better 
than a wound for the rest of the course.

Steve forced a watery smile as he thanked his 
companions and bade then farewell. He was last 
seen driving off slowly down the road.

In the next six months no one from the Club 
ever saw Steve again, letters, emails and tel-
ephone calls were unanswered, he had for all 

intents disappeared from the face of archery. 
Members occasionally talked about Steve and 
his chosen arrow, in fact he probably was more 
of a topic of conversation when absent than 
when active.

It was the next March when the Club Secretary 
happened to notice an article in the newspaper, 
she was skimming a paper she did not usually 
take, whilst waiting in the Dentist. The report 
led on the fact that a man had been shot dead 
by armed police called to a siege at an archery 
shop. It explained that the man, and the picture 
clearly showed it to be Steve, had held the staff 
and customers at bow point after the assistant 
has tried to stop Steve firing every arrow in the 
shop towards the end wall, mumbling something 
about ‘Come on Steve, you’re here somewhere’

The story concluded that Steve had been acting 
whilst the balance of his mind was disturbed, it 
transpired that in a few months period, he had 
been made redundant, his wife had left him 
and moved to Canada with his children, he had 
crashed his car, been mugged and then hospi-
talised for three weeks. Up to the time of the 
incident he had taken to drink, had been cau-
tioned by the police several times for accosting 
strangers in the park asking them if they had 
seen ‘Steve One’ The report concluded that the 
Independent Police Complaints Authority had 
investigated the use of lethal force but had ruled 
Steve having clearly suffered major trauma in 
his life which had resulted in him taking the 
steps he had, there had been no sensible infor-
mation gained by the negotiator, and no one 
could explain why he had been in the Archery 
shop.

The Secretary tore out the article ready to be 
passed onto the Newsletter Editor for an obitu-
ary for Steve in the next edition and maybe a 
word of advice on choosing best arrows but 
a word of caution in placing over reliance on 
them. Strange business this Archery, she mused 
as the Dentist called her through.



STOP PRESS
A few Pictures from what may well be the Last Open Shoot in 

the current woods, to cut out and keep, will become a 
collectors item .....Antiques Road Show one day !



OR.....The Alternative Version

Hail my People the time 
to shoot has cometh

The Knights of Sherwood 
at their Round Table

New Winner 
of Best Hat competition

Does he know that doesn’t 
fire arrows ?

You’ll never guess what I’ve 
just seen in the woods !

Can we have the sausages 
well done ?



The End of an Era..........the start of 
something new ?
Editor’s Note “I have left the following piece to the very end, not 
because its not important, au contraire, but it deserves to be the 
last word in this publication”

CHAIRMAN’S FAREWELL
It’s soon time for another AGM and to this end, as I said at 
the last AGM, I intended to stand down this year.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank everybody that 
has helped me over the last few years to make Pines Park 
the club it is today

I would also apologise, if in the past I have upset you by the 
way I work. I know I can be a little short at times but it is only 
for the good of the club.

I have on many occasions tried to work with our landlords 
but we appear to have had some form of personality clash, 
but I am sure that they will resolve the issue of the new 
woods soon.  

Can I look back at my time as Chairman, I took over from 
Colin Brown when he moved away from the area, and at the 
time I was also covering the role of Shoot Secretary, when John went to work in America for a few 
months. Up to that point in time I had never designed an archery course., but I took on the chal-
lenge and several shoots later I think we put on some of the best shoots in the area. Finally last 
year I managed to secure a free pitch at the Robin Hood show in Newark which made the club a 
significant amount of money.

I have also tried to modernise the way the club is managed 

•	 Writing	our	constitution	
•	 Set	up	a	membership	system	to	save	time	and	increase	quality	of	the	process
•	 Developed	the	suite	of	programs	that	manage	shoot	bookings	and	the	scoring	process
•	 Set	up	a	new	club	shoot

I wish whoever takes on the role all the best and to all the members of Pines Parks I hope your 
new home will be worthy of one of the most friendly and fast growing clubs in the NFAS

I hope to see you out and about at open shoots

Papa Smurf


